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Using THE QUEEN’S MAJESTY’S PASSAGE, pick ONE of the ten available sites and come up
with an encylopaedia article for it in the style of a street placeography used by the
Map of Early Modern London digital humanities project. You should research the

following about your site: the etymology, history, and significance of the place –
including its literary significance – as well as providing a synaesthetic depiction of
the area on a day-to-day basis compared with its appearance during the royal
progress. You should aim to allocate approximately 1500 words for this.
The remainder of your report should incorporate an annotated bibliography.
The bibliography should cover key critical works in the research area you have
chosen along with the relevant primary sources. You can find guidance on preparing
an annotated bibliography online or in most academic writing handbooks and in the
Further Information file on ELE. This should constitute approximately 1000 words
that will be included in the word count. Full bibliographic information must be
provided for all texts used in this assignment.

